[D] PRODUCT CARE & MAINTENANCE
THE FOLLOWING GUIDE WILL PROVIDE INSTRUCTIONS AS TO THE BEST PRACTICES IN HANDLING
& MAINTAINING YOUR GLASS AND/OR ACRYLIC WRITING CANVAS FOR YOUR LIGHTBOARD KITS.

REGULAR CLEANING


During normal use of your LightBoard (Glass or Acrylic) a buildup of marker residue is unavoidable. In
addition, there will be dust, fingerprints, and other external sources of dirt due to handling & environmental
factors.

The following is a guide on how to most effectively clean your LightBoard writing canvas. This can be done “as
needed” which could be weekly, after every session, or even during a session if necessary.


What you will need to get started with this process are the following items which are provided in your kits:
 Microfiber Cloth
 Squeegee (with provided option of Microfiber scrubber)
 700mL Spray Bottle (to be filled with Dish Soap & Water)



You will also need the following for optimal cleaning:
 Roll of home-use soft Paper Towels
 Dish soap

A) ERASING WRITING OFF THE SCREEN
•

•

To Erase your dry-erase markers off the LightBoard, the most effective approach to preserve your
microfiber cloth and reduce cleaning is to:
o FIRST: Wipe your writing off using a dry, soft disposable paper towel (will leave some streaks)
o SECOND: to completely erase the remaining streaks, wipe using your Microfiber cloth
The provided Microfiber Cloth is washable, reusable and should last up to 5 years if well maintained. It
can be washed as described below but this may become difficult later depending on the markers used,
and absorbed into the cloth through cleaning.

For best use, Wet your Microfiber cloth under a faucet or other water source and be sure to thoroughly ring excess
water out of the cloth such that it is left mildly Damp, nearly dry, and NOT dripping water when squeezed.
If your cloth becomes too dry after extended use & time, simple repeat the process above so the cloth remains
effective in cleaning your LightBoard during further use.
B) WASHING THE LIGHTBOARD
After extended use and/or handling, you will likely need to give your entire LightBoard a thorough wash which is
best done with the Squeegee & 700mL Spray bottle provided in your kit.
i)

First, put a few drops of clear Dish Soap in the Spray bottle, and then fill with clean water (avoid creamy
soaps).
ii) Before you begin washing, it is advised to either blow, or gently wipe the canvas with a soft lint-free cloth
to remove large dust & debris that could risk potential scratching during the cleaning process
iii) After large dust and debris has been removed, use the spray bottle to lightly dampen, NOT soak, the
Squeegee’s Microfiber Scrubber, and use the scrubber to thoroughly wet the entire writing canvas.
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•
•

We recommend placing a spare towel either underneath the LightBoard, or clipped onto the bottom of the
LightBoard frame to prevent excess water from dripping onto your desktop and/or floor.
You may alternatively directly spray the canvas with the spray bottle, but this will likely produce more excess
water drip from the LightBoard while cleaning.

iv) Once the entire writing canvas has been covered with water, proceed to use the rubber Squeegee, wiping
in one-direction vertically (top-to-bottom) in single motions, to pull all water and residue onto the lower
region (about 1-inch from the bottom) of the canvas. Continue to do this across the entire screen until all
water & visible streaks are removed.
•

v)

Repeat steps (iii) to (iv) until all residue has been removed from the primary writing area.
•

NOTE:

The lower (and upper) 1-inch of the writing canvas should be invisible to your camera, when centered, and
thus will not show up during your sessions and does not need to be completely cleaned for practical use.
PRO-TIP: This area can also be used to make personal notes wile presenting which the viewers cannot see!
It is recommended to have the LightBoard ON while cleaning to make residue more visible.

If you are finding it too difficult to completely clean the main areas of your Lightboard canvas, try turning the
Brightness of your LightBoard DOWN --- Using your remote control provided in your kit, you should be able to set
the Brightness down to a level where your Camera can still see you and your markers clearly, but leftover residue,
fingerprints, dust, etc. will become virtually invisible to the camera; This is your ideal lighting-level for presenting.

C) HANDLING SCRATCHES & SCUFFS <<FOR ACRYLIC LIGHTBOARDS ONLY>>
Both the Glass & Acrylic writing canvases should be handled with great care to avoid physical damage &
scratches if you wish to maximize the quality & longevity of your LightBoard.
•
•

If you are using an Acrylic LightBoard, this screen will be more susceptible to visible scratches and scuffs if
mishandle. Do not panic! This is okay and normal during the use of the LightBoard.
Provided in your Acrylic Lightboard kit is an Acrylic Polish which will help you remove the majority of fine
scratches and help to maintain the quality & longevity of your LightBoard writing canvas
o

NOTE: More aggressive polish can be purchased if you find there are deeper scratches that cannot be easily
removed with the polish provided in your kit.

To get started you will need the following items from your kit:



Microfiber Cloth (or another soft, lint-free cloth you may own)
Bottle of Acrylic Polish

WARNING: Before you start, please note that you should take extra caution in ensuring NO polish gets onto your
tabletop, or other furniture, as it can be very difficult to remove. Use of the Polish should be done sparingly and
it is recommended to have a towel, or other protective material, underneath your workspace to catch any
excess polish that may fall during the cleaning process.
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Before polishing, it is recommended to perform (B) WASHING THE LIGHTBOARD above to ensure all dust &
dirt is removed from the affected area. It is also recommended to have your LightBoard TURNED ON to make
scratches more visible while polishing
To get started, spray a generous amount of polish directly onto the scratch you wish to remove.
Proceed to rub the polish in using a soft, lint-free cloth, or alternatively a soft paper tower, using light
pressure and in a circular motion around the scratched area to buff the scratches out.
Periodically check the area by wiping away the polish with your cloth to see if the scratch is removed.
If the scratch is not yet removed, repeat steps ii to iv until the scratch is removed to your satisfaction.
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vi)

Once you are satisfied with the results, you should thoroughly clean the LightBoard of all polish & residue
outlined described in (B) WASHING THE LIGHTBOARD.

NOTE:



NOTE: if the scratch has not been removed after several attempts (3 or more cycles), you may need to investigate
a more aggressive polish (see image below for a reference). Most scratches will not be visible to your audience,
so again: Do not panic!

OVER polishing an area risks compromising the effectiveness of your markers from writing and cleaning from that
surface, and all polishing should be kept to a minimum and should be done with care.

Available Acrylic Scratch Removers:

#3, #2 NOT Provided 
(purchase separately if needed)

 #1 Provided in Your kit
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